THE
MOBILIZATION
FLYWHEEL
MADE FOR MORE
THE CALL OF THE CHRISTIAN

WHO AM I CREATED TO BE?
WHAT AM I MADE TO DO?
WHERE AM I CREATED TO GO?

We are called to **BE** a child of God and a disciple of Jesus. The core mission we are sent to **DO** is make disciples. Our core position is to **GO** to the opportunities right where we are today.
Flywheel - A heavy wheel in a machine which is used to increase the machine's momentum and thereby provide greater stability or a reserve of available power.
THE CHURCH
it begins with the church

THE CHURCH LARGELY DETERMINES

1. How believers see themselves
2. What believers expect of themselves and one another
3. What believers are trained to do
4. What believers are commissioned into
5. What believers celebrate and consequently repeat

THE CHURCH IS A SPIRITUAL HOME FOR

- Receiving and giving love
- Comforting and challenging one another
- Discovering and discerning God's truth together
- Being impacted by the gifts of one another
- Submitting to God's anointed leaders and learning their ways of life
- Operating on mission together
- Being sent by the family to extend the family

A HEALTHY CHURCH PRACTICES

1. Internal and external focus
2. Gathering and sending
3. Depending on one another and depending upon the spirit
4. Reaching consumers and making disciple-makers
5. Training in the classroom and training in the field
6. Reaching locally and reaching globally
# EVERYDAY MISSIONARIES

## Volunteers

- Sacrifice their time, talent, and treasure to help a cause
- Serve where they’re needed, regardless of their gifting
- Schedule themselves time to serve

## Everyday Missionaries

- Surrender to Jesus’ calling on their life
- Serve where they’re gifted and called in their unique circle of influence
- See themselves as 24/7 servants

### AN EVERYDAY MISSIONARY:

1. Declares a circle of influence (mission field/unique context)
2. Sees themselves as a sent messenger and living ambassador of God.
3. Carries a burden and urgency for the lostness within their unique context of influence
4. Sees and understands the people and needs around them and takes specific actions to meet needs within their unique context of influence
5. Prays and fasts for the people and needs around them and for specific disciple-making opportunities
6. Looks for opportunities to build relationships within their unique context of influence
7. Looks for opportunities to engage in relational disciple-making
6 SHIFTS OF MOBILIZATION

01 From more effort to more Jesus

02 From seeing people as volunteers to seeing them as unique masterpieces with a mission

03 From more guilt to more love

04 From professional clergy doing the work to equipping and deploying everyday missionaries

05 From program-based COME and See to a disciple-making “GO and BE” approach

06 From more strategy to more prayer, fasting, and surrender.

mobilize - 1) prepare and organize for active service, 2) make something movable or capable of movement
**6 POTENTIAL RESULTS OF GATHERINGS:**

1. **MISFIRE**
   - The gathering fails to meet its purpose and disbands.

2. **MAINTAIN**
   - The gathering accomplishes little, except keeping believers together. Group has low expectations, low accountability, and little external focus.

3. **MATURE**
   - The gathering helps individuals grow spiritually but misses the mobilization piece.

4. **MISSION**
   - The gathering prioritizes "gather" then "going," growing spirituality and serving externally. Then the group mobilizes these disciples to serve.

5. **MULTIPY**
   - The gathering does "mission" and sends out leaders to start other similar groups. Leadership development is a key characteristic.

6. **MORPH**
   - The gathering decides to transition and morph into a new local church.

---

**PHASES OF CHANGE**

1. **PHASE 01**
   - Revivals/renewals initiate change

2. **PHASE 02**
   - Movements propel change

3. **PHASE 03**
   - Organizations sustain change

4. **PHASE 04**
   - Institutions resist change

5. **PHASE 05**
   - If we’re not careful to follow God, institutions become museums that memorialize change.

---

**Gathering** - A group of two or more people convened around faith, meeting together to discover and obey God's truths and purposes for their lives and in their world.